REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT AGAINST MEASURE B

As a city, we've tightened our belts, passed fiscal reforms and used the savings to help us improve public safety. But there's more that must be done to balance our budgets while keeping our neighborhoods safe.

That's why a broad coalition has united behind Measure B.

Mayor Sam Liccardo, the Silicon Valley-San José Chamber of Commerce, San José police and firefighters, community and business leaders all agree – we need Measure B.

We agree that we must improve police response times.

We agree that we must reduce response times for medical emergencies.

We agree that we must expand gang suppression and prevention programs and provide at-risk youth with better opportunities.

We agree that we must repair our roads and fill potholes.

We agree on the priorities for San José – and Measure B will raise revenue to help fund those priorities and make our city safer and stronger.

Opponents of Measure B argue that we need to cut other programs to invest in these services, but this isn't correct. In the past ten years, San José has reduced its workforce by nearly 23% and agreed on substantial pension savings.

We don't want to close libraries and parks in order to improve public safety and repair our streets. The public wants, and deserves, to have our basic priorities supported.

Our coalition includes city leaders, labor and business – and we all agree that we need Measure B.

If you agree that we should do more to strengthen San José, join our bipartisan coalition in voting "Yes on Measure B."

Learn more at www.sjprotectsvitalservices.com.
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